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A few years ago I made a documentary play during 
a month-long artistic residency at the largest 
homeless shelter in Calgary. The process was 
fantastic—I had a sharp team of performer/
creators, a highly engaged and capable 
assistant, solid stage management and design, 
capped off with the work of an amazing mask-
maker. The show was smart, interesting and 
it played very well at the festival that had 
booked it.

But when we showed the piece at the shelter itself, hardly anyone 
came. It wasn’t as if there were barriers to attending—all the audience 
members needed to do was ride an elevator a few floors to see the piece. But 
maybe a dozen attended—that’s it. 

A penny dropped for me: while I had concentrated on making a show about and for the 
homeless community, the one thing I had neglected to do was to make a piece with 
the homeless community. By not attending it was as if the community at the shelter 
had said “your show is very nice, but frankly, so what?” Luckily other artists have since 
attempted similar projects with the homeless community but have done it better—
projects like Onalea Gilbertson’s Requiem for a Lost Girl and Verb Theatre’s The Opposite 
of Dismal would be two good examples.

What I admire most about companies that engage other communities, be they 
homeless, disabled, medical or agricultural, is that it takes a large amount of 
vulnerability to do this work. The projects we’ve highlighted in this issue are much 
more about process than product, and that’s a difficult shift to make in an image-
conscious theatre world.

Which is why I’m glad to dedicate this issue to Alberta companies that take that 
risky step—to reach out beyond their own boundaries to meet other people. We’ve 
highlighted a few of their projects in this issue. We could have chosen many, many 
more. In fact in our editorial meeting we had an abundance of great companies 
to choose from, which makes me proud of Alberta—we certainly hope that any of 
those excellent companies not represented in these pages will see this issue as a 
shout out to them as well.

Dale Lee Kwong profiles some recent initiatives that bring theatre artists and 
the medical community together. We’ve got an inside scoop on a new project 
being created with the Deaf community by Calgary’s Verb Theatre, written by 
Catherine Medynski. Mari Sasano profiles four Alberta companies that are 
engaging communities beyond the theatre. Lynda Adams takes us into the 
ongoing process behind The Canola Project, an agriculture-focused creation 
project. All Stages technical editor Scott Peters talks about an exciting 
building project in Haiti sponsored by Edmonton’s Fringe Theatre Adventures. 
And Jane Heather asks some big questions about our engagement to wrap up 
the issue.

I’m proud of the way our Alberta theatre community is looking beyond our 
stages and into the daily living of our province. 

Good on you, friends.

DAVID VAN BELLE
EDITOR

inCheck
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Keith Allen ewAsiuK 
May 3, 1955 – July 8, 2012 

It is with profound sadness that we mark the passing of Theatre 
Alberta Board Member and friend Keith Ewasiuk. Keith joined the 
Theatre Alberta Board in 2010 and was a long time member and 
proud supporter of our organization.

Having taught musical theatre and drama at École Secondaire 
Beaumont Composite High School since 1988, “Mr. E” has touched 
the lives and inspired the careers of thousands of drama students 
and theatre artists across the Edmonton area, Alberta and Canada. 
He was an active member of the Alberta High School Drama Festival 
Association, a director in the Edmonton theatre community and 

spent two seasons as Artistic Director of Walterdale Playhouse 
(1995/96 and 1996/97). In 2011 Keith and 17 of his students 
participated in the American High School Theatre Festival, touring 
a production of Kim Selody’s Suddenly Shakespeare to the Edinburgh 
Fringe Festival in Scotland.

The following is an excerpt from the eulogy delivered by Keith’s 
cousin Leona Heuver at a celebration of Keith’s life on July 18 at 
McDougall United Church in Edmonton:

Keith was always an advocate, patron and artist. Early in his 
teaching career he discovered that students thrived to be creative; 
it was innate in them. This uncontrollable need to express oneself 
without judgment and ridicule was something that he found each 
child craved. Even students whose passion lay in sports or academics 
needed this creative release. Thus the arts became a wonderful tool 
to assist these students to express something about themselves that 
no other medium could accommodate. Throughout the years Keith has 
had many students pursue a lifelong career in the arts and he hoped 
that in some tiny way that he contributed to that. At 57, Keith has 
had a blessed and charmed life, and had no regrets.

The Board of Directors and Staff of Theatre Alberta extend our 
condolences to all of Keith’s family, students, colleagues and 
loved ones, as together we remember and mourn the loss of a 
great man. In memory of Keith’s great contributions to the Alberta 
theatre community, Theatre Alberta will be establishing an Artstrek 
scholarship for LGBTQ youth. Details will be available with Artstrek 
2013 registration information. 
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BY VANESSA SABOURIN

Since 1987, Geese Theatre has been integrating 
the arts into the Criminal Justice System. It uses 
theatre to encourage self-awareness and assists 
individuals in exploring the idea of change and the 
impact that change may have on their lives. In 
2010/11 the theatre worked with 2,953 prisoners, 
mental health patients, offenders on probation 
and youths. They also provided training for 1,304 
professionals who work with these communities.

Geese Theatre’s performances are created using a 
structure that allows the performers to improvise, 
with strategies to initiate interaction with 
audiences. This structure enables the audience 
to shape the outcome of scenes and the plays’ 
conclusions. The company uses both full face and 
half masks in their work, allowing audiences to 

explore the differences between external evident 
behaviour and internal experience.

In Open Your Eyes, a project commissioned by the 
British Council in Bulgaria to raise awareness of the 
dangers of trafficking recruitment for young people, 
full mask was used as a dramatic device to overcome 
language barriers. Performances were followed 
by a short, interactive piece of ‘forum’ theatre 
(an interactive theatre form in which audiences 
participate in the onstage solving of social 
problems), created in partnership with a Bulgarian 
theatre company.

Geese Theatre published a handbook that explains 
their approach to applied drama. It contains over 
100 exercises to help practitioners develop their 
own style and approach. 

www.geese.co.uk

Geese Theatre’s Crossing the Line.
Photo courtesy of Geese Theatre

Theatre Alberta Remembers 

Geese Theatre 
Company (UK)
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Three Alberta 
projects bring 
healing, comfort and 
understanding to the 
medical community

BY DALE LEE KWONG

It’s no secret that laughter is the best 
medicine. Actor Fif Fernandes has been on 
staff with the Therapeutic Clown Program 
at the Alberta Children’s Hospital since 
2006, bringing performances to people in 
medical crisis. Research shows laughter and 
medical clowning increases the threshold for 
pain, lowers blood pressure and aids in the 
healing process.

Fernandes’ clown, Jumpa, works in the 
emergency room. One of her shifts could 
include distraction strategies with puppets 
made from barf bins, speaking gibberish or 
using laughter yoga during IV insertions 
and other minor medical procedures. Jumpa 
helps demystify the hospital experience; 
she might be invited for the delivery of a 
difficult diagnosis or even for the death of 
a patient. “The Therapeutic Clown brings 
warmth and humour to what would normally 
be a cold, clinical experience,” says 
Fernandes. She collaborates as an integral 
member of the medical team, and engages 
with patients, siblings and parents.

As President of the Canadian Association of 
Therapeutic Clowns, Fernandes was invited 
to participate in the first International 
Advanced Medical Clowning Seminar 

conducted by Dream Doctors (an Israeli 
medical clown organization) and the 
University of Haifa’s Theatre Department 
this past July.

The Pain Diaries is a Calgary-created play 
about a woman’s frustrating journey with 
chronic pain. It began when novelist 
Deborah Nicholson started her job as 
Medical Transcriptionist at Calgary’s 
Chronic Pain Centre. During a patient focus 
group meeting, Nicholson recognized the 
emotional impact of the stories she was 
hearing. Her colleagues agreed there was a 
positive potential in exploring these stories, 
and after taking steps to ensure ethical 
standards were not breached, Nicholson 
wrote the play.

After an early draft won the Canadian 
Pain Society’s Pain Awareness Award, 
Nicholson raised more than $100,000 to 
produce the play for one week at Calgary’s 
Grand Theatre. A grant from The Calgary 
Foundation funded two workshops; another 
provided funds for a Kinesiologist and 
Occupational Therapist to attend rehearsals 
in order to keep the actors’ movements 
authentic. Two pharmaceutical companies 
provided sponsorship for three talkback 
sessions for specific communities.

A neurologist who attended the play said 
he learned more in two hours about his 
patients’ challenges than in all his years of 

consultations. Another attendee, who saw 
the production prior to his own diagnosis, 
quotes the play to his support group. 
Patients at the Chronic Pain Centre may 
sign out a copy of The Pain Diaries, and 
Nicholson says a book adaptation will be 
available online by year’s end.

Just Keep Breathing, a play by Edmonton 
playwright Timothy J. Anderson, looks at 
moral distress—situations in which medical 
practitioners know what should be done but 
are constrained from doing it—in pediatric 
intensive care teams. It uses research from 
a national interdisciplinary study funded by 
the Canadian Institute of Health Research 
and headed by Dr. Wendy Austin, Canada 
Research Chair in Relational Ethics in Health 
Care at the University of Alberta.

Anderson was commissioned to write the 
play after serving as project coordinator for 
initial interviews on the topic with health 
care professionals. Just Keep Breathing was 
first produced at the University in March 
2011, then remounted there as part of the 
InSight: Visualizing Health Humanities 
Exhibition in June.

The response at InSight was overwhelmingly 
positive, including a health care practitioner 
who said, “That should be printed, copied 
and carried in the pocket of everyone who 
works in a [pediatric intensive care unit] 
anywhere.” 

Dale Lee Kwong is an award-winning Calgary poet, 
playwright and essayist. Her first appearance on 
the stage was in a production of The King and I at 
Calgary’s Jubilee Auditorium at age four, but now 
she prefers to work behind the scenes.

doctor’s 
Orders

Fif Fernandes (as Jumpa) clowns in the emergency 
room of the Alberta Children’s Hospital. 
Photo courtesy of Fif Fernandes

Barbara Gates Wilson 
(standing) and Karen Johnson 
Diamond in The Pain Diaries. 
Photo credit: David LeReaney

Theatre Outreach
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RN1: And that’s why the mom won’t come. 

RN2: I think she’d try to kill him.

RN1: Can I pass on this one?

RN2: No-one wants this one. You have experience. You’re tough.

RN1: Look around you. There are kids here with heart defects. 
Kids with amputations, kids who had bad accidents, real 
accidents. This kid didn’t have to be here. This kid is 
only here because that man threw her over the balcony, 
and you want me to sit there and supervise him at the 
bedside?

RN2: It’s only until the charges are laid. Then he will be arrested 
and they’ll take him away and the mom will come. Do it for 
the kid. Think of it as keeping the kid safe.

RN1: If he’s a threat to the child, shouldn’t we have a guard 
here or something?

RN2: He won’t give you any trouble. He needs the kid to stay 
alive so he’s not charged with murder. You just have to sit 
there and keep an eye on things until either the child dies 
or the father is arrested.

FATHER: Keep breathing, okay?

RN1: How long?

RN2: Can’t tell. 

RN2 exits. RN1 takes a seat. During Father’s monologue, RN1 refuses 
to speak or to look at him. The “child” is not conscious.

FATHER: Just keep breathing, kid. (to the nurse) I think I just saw 
her leg move a little. That’s good, right? She can move 
something. She’s going to make it. She has to make it. 
We don’t really know anything yet, right? The doc was 
here a while ago, and that’s what he said: we don’t really 
know. That’s what the real doc said. The other one—the 
resident, right? Like a student or something? The resident 
said I needed to be realistic. What does that mean, I 
said.  She’s breathing, and where there’s life there’s hope, 
right? My mom was a nurse and sometimes that’s what 
she’d say: where there’s life there’s hope. You look like you 
could use a cup of coffee. You want some coffee? I need 
the caffeine. Been up a long time because of…this. They 
said I could have a cot, but I think it’s better if I don’t 
lie down. I don’t want to be asleep when she wakes up. I 
want her to know I’m still here, her daddy’s still here.

RN1: I think maybe we all need some quiet time.

Father: Right. I get it. But I could sure use some coffee. That’s 
what they need here, a coffee service with runners so you 
don’t have to leave your kid. That would be great. You’d 
make a fortune with a business like that. Who would I talk 
to about that? It would be great for the parents, but it 
would be good for the nurses too, don’t you think? There! 
I think I saw her move again. 

Excerpt from Just Keep Breathing  
by Timothy J. Anderson

ACT 1 SCENE 5 

Registered Nurse 2 (the Manager) stops Registered Nurse 1 in the 
hallway. We can see Bed 4 with the Father and a candle representing 
the child.

RN2: New admission. Bed 4 is yours.

RN1: I thought I was 5 and 6 today.

RN2: Change of plan. We need someone experienced at 4.

RN1: Just the one?

RN2: Just the one.

RN1: I’m not saying I couldn’t use the rest, but what’s the 
catch?

RN2: Parents aren’t really speaking to each other. Father won’t 
leave the bedside, mother won’t come if he’s here. He 
wants extraordinary measures, but it won’t do any good.

RN1: So what are we talking about here? Chromosomal 
abnormality?

RN2: If only. Child flew off a balcony. You know how you hear 
about the kids who fall four or five floors and are barely 
hurt? Not this one. Father was supposed to be babysitting.

Father: Just keep breathing, kid. 

RN1: Poor man.

RN2: He’s admitted to it.

RN1: To…

RN2: The kid did not fall by accident.

RN1: And now he’s here? Why isn’t he in jail?

RN2: He’s RCMP. They have to do their own investigation and 
then charges will be laid. Until then, he has the legal right 
to access.

The company in rehearsal for Just Keep Breathing. From left: Laura O’Connor, Trish 
van Doornum, Don Stuike, Mike Laplaunte, Clyde Rigsby and Matthew Watson. 
Photo credit: Ryan Gullage
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Calgary’s Verb Theatre and the Deaf 
community engage in an exploration of sound

BY CATHERINE MEDYNSKI

The word “noise” is often used 
interchangeably with sound. One Calgary 
theatre company, however, is attempting to 
explain just how much noise exists beyond 
sound. Jamie Dunsdon, Co-Artistic Director 
of Verb Theatre, is working with a highly 
skilled team of artists and members of 
the local Deaf community to create a new 
production called NOISE! The show, which 
will premiere in Calgary this November, 
fulfills Verb’s mandate “to capture the 
stories of a wide range of communities, 
lifestyles, experiences and unheard voices.”

NOISE! combines American Sign Language 
with English onstage. The goal is for both 
Deaf and non-Deaf audience members 
to appreciate and understand what is 
happening onstage while using as little 
direct translation as possible. The show 
employs a talented and diverse creative 
team to meet these challenges, including 

Calgary Poet Laureate and musician Kris 
Demeanor as music designer and Erin Gruber 
as production designer.

At the heart of the project lies a cross-
cultural exploration between the Deaf 
community and the theatre community. 
As with any such project, participants’ 
awareness of cultural differences is crucial. 
Working with Deaf individuals is more 
complex than working with people who 
cannot physically hear. The word ‘deaf’ 
refers to a person who cannot hear. To 
be Deaf (upper case D), however, means 
that the person self-identifies as a part 
of Deaf culture. One can be Deaf without 
being deaf, or deaf without being Deaf. To 
communicate effectively, says Dunsdon, 
you must “do your homework. You will hit 
roadblocks and if you haven’t done your 
homework you will think that’s the end. If 
you have done your homework you’ll realize 
that’s where the cool stuff begins.”

The performing ensemble is made up of both 
Deaf and non-Deaf actors. “Even though I 
don’t want NOISE! to be a Deaf issues play 
I brought in Deaf actors because they have 
a different perspective than I do,” explains 
Dunsdon. Keeping NOISE! from becoming 
a Deaf issues play is a difficult task, 
especially since characters and storyline 
are still in development. One issue that 
has arisen is whether or not to include 
controversial Deaf topics in NOISE! If the 
team decides to address cochlear implants 
(a technology that allows deaf children to 
hear) in the show, for example, they need to 
be conscious of the implications—the Deaf 

community is highly divided on this and 
similar issues. Whether or not NOISE! will be 
exploring these areas is yet to be decided.

Dunsdon has found that the key to the 
production is a trusting atmosphere in 
the rehearsal hall. Many members of 
minorities have little experience working 
on stage, which can be a frightening 
experience. Justine Nguyen, a Deaf actor, 
says that performing on stage is a “totally 
new experience” but that she’s working 
alongside “a great group of people.” As 
pioneers welcoming Deaf actors to theatre 
in Calgary, the creative team of NOISE! has 
focused on creating an effective support 
system. It is paramount that the creative 
team “truly connect with [Deaf] performers 
by asking them bold questions... that’s the 
only way to go deep into the stories that 
will translate to stage,” says Demeanor. One 
of the goals of NOISE! is to establish a safe 
environment where these difficult questions 
can be asked and answered honestly.

An example: Dunsdon considered having 
a non-Deaf actor play a Deaf character. 
Immediately, there was opposition from 
Deaf members of the cast—many Deaf 
people find the notion of non-Deaf people 
pretending to be Deaf insulting. “It is 
as though that would be tantamount to 
donning black face, which makes sense,” 
says Demeanor, “but the hearing members of 
the ensemble never thought of that before.” 
Now the NOISE! team must decide whether 
or not this is an issue that they want to 
explore. Without a collaborative and open 
rehearsal hall this scene could easily have 

Performer Robyn Mackie. 
Photo credit: Justin Carriere

NOISE!
NOISE!
NOISE!

A workshop exercise.
Photo credit:  Justin Carriere
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turned into an unintentional controversial 
statement.

Another unique challenge that faces the 
creators of NOISE! is the use of sound. 
Demeanor and Erin Gruber are working 
closely with Dunsdon to ensure that all 

aspects of the design not only complement 
one another but also help to tell the story. 
Demeanor and his team (Calgary music and 
theatre practitioners Ethan Cole and Brent 
Podesky) are responsible for the sound 
design for NOISE! Demeanor is responsible 
for creating a soundscape that is equally 
effective for Deaf and non-Deaf audiences. 
Demeanor explains that “while there are 
many differences between these worlds, 
both are profoundly moved and affected by 
sound, noise and music.”

There is a vital key to bridging the gap 
between Deaf and non-Deaf audiences, 
says Nguyen: “vibrations and loud bass are 
part of the Deaf culture when it comes to 
enjoying the sounds of music.” So while 
some audience members will be listening to 
the sounds being created on stage, others  
will be feeling them instead. “To know 
that... there will be pieces in this show 
that both communities will [be affected by] 
simultaneously, based on the use of rhythm, 
noise and music, is very exciting,” says 
Demeanor.

Gruber, meanwhile, wants to find out how 
people “visually respond to noise.” For 
example, when cornstarch mixed with 
water is placed on a speaker, the material 

seems to dance to the beat. NOISE! intends 
to make use of similar visualizations of 
sound. Another one of her approaches to 
visualization is through the use of video 
projections. Gruber is creating comic-book 
style images to help create a through-line 
between characters in the show. “Part of 
the job of the projection design will be 
to communicate the music of the piece 
visually so that the Deaf audience will have 
the same journey as the hearing audience” 
explains Gruber. By integrating projections 
and sound, Gruber and Demeanor will 
be able to guide the audience though a 
complete audio and visual journey.

Although the process of creating NOISE! is 
a tough one, and many questions remain 
unanswered, Dunsdon and her team all agree 
that this is a challenge worth undertaking. 
Her advice is to “do it. There is nothing 
more creatively fulfilling than talking to 
people you’ve never talked to before.” 

NOISE! runs November 22 - December 2.  
For more information visit  
www.verbtheatre.com.

Catherine Medynski is a recent graduate from the 
University of Alberta’s Bachelor of Arts Honours 
Drama program. She is passionate about American 
Sign Language and theatre, and looks forward to 
working with more Deaf performers.

Music director Kris Demeanor. 
Photo credit: Justin Carriere

The GeriActors and Friends is an intergenerational 
community theatre troupe that gathers Thursday 
afternoons at the Seniors Association of Greater 
Edmonton. The organization pairs up seniors who 
are interested in theatre with students from the 
University of Alberta Drama Department who are 
studying community-based theatre. Participants 
share events from their life experiences and 
craft them into short plays that are presented at 
conferences and seniors’ homes.

Charles Bidwell, age 76, says the organization 
provides a valuable service to seniors:

“When we… perform our stories for audiences 
we discover that [they trigger] memories in 
others. Recalling times when we were more 

engaged in society helps us to realize that we 
can still take steps to be engaged.”

The organization also hosts workshops in 
improvisation and performance storytelling. Bidwell 
hopes that the model can help seniors to overcome 
chronic patterns of isolation and depression:

“If I had a wish to be granted it would be 
that more seniors would get involved in the 
arts—writing stories and poems, engaging in 
arts and crafts groups, singing, dancing and 
acting. Life is a cabaret—what good is sitting 
alone in your room, eh?”

You can learn more about the GeriActors through 
their Facebook page: facebook.com/GeriActors  

Charles Bidwell, GeriActors participant

Photo courtesy of Charles Bidwell
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MoMo Dance Theatre
Pamela Boyd, Artistic Director of Calgary’s 
MoMo Dance Theatre, was a lifelong 
theatre artist who was making ends meet 
by working with a disabled client who 
happened to be involved in a drama group.

“I had a chance to go to a disability arts 
festival in Australia and saw integrated 
dance for the first time,” she says, “and I 
thought, ‘Alberta needs this.’”

Boyd, along with two colleagues from the 
dance world, founded MoMo Dance Theatre 
for people of all different abilities. “Our 
mandate is to bring people with disabilities 
together with professional artists and stir 
things up.”

MoMo fulfills this mandate through two 
approaches: education and performance. 
They run two community classes that seed 
the performance group, which then works 
with professional choreographers to produce 
an annual show. The performance group also 
appears at festivals year-round.

“The character and ability of our 
demographic dictates the different pace of 
work,” says Boyd. “It opens up all kinds of 
questions and obstacles we have to solve. 
In the end, it provides us with rich artistic 
material. We have to search—there are no 
preconceived ideas for the material we come 
up with.”

The performers benefit by developing 
their bodies and movement capabilities 
as dancers, which leads to an even bigger 
benefit, according to Boyd: “It’s also a 
chance to express themselves creatively, 
and one huge thing that happens is that 
they become part of a community. Being [a 
person with a disability] can often be very 
isolating.”

For Boyd, though, the rewards are also 
great: working with MoMo has challenged 
her ideas about art. “We have this idea of 
what diversity is, but it’s actually much 
bigger. It’s the most exciting thing I’ve done 
as a theatre artist.”

momodancetheatre.org

Antyx
Calgary’s Antyx Community Arts Society has 
an impressive parentage: it was created out 
of a merger between two local arts-based 
social justice groups, All Nations Theatre 
and Urban Youth Worx (which specialized 
in arts-based community development 
projects), in 2010. Antyx works with 
young offenders, Aboriginal youth and 
young newcomers to Canada, using theatre 
as a way to create a conversation about 
change in the community, and fostering 
communication and leadership skills in its 
participants. Projects have dealt with such 
issues as crime, identity, relationships and 
racism.

“It’s a way to give youth a voice to issues,” 
says Theatre Program Coordinator Amber 
Alexander.

“It works because we ease them into the 
process. It’s organic and creation-based and 
so it’s grounded in who they are as people. 
We never put someone’s life story up there, 

Four Alberta companies that 
bring theatre to communities

BY MARI SASANO

Yvonne Anderson, Brodie Boychuck and James Silcock in MoMo Dance Theatre’s Promenade, 
part of a larger work entitled We Have Come to be Danced. Choreography by Naomi Brand. 
Photo credit: Joel Belo

Theatre Outreach
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Ryan Parker and Gia Felicitas in Dave Clarke’s That’s 
Danger!, one of two plays created by the Alberta 
Workers Health Centre. 
Photo credit: Ian Jackson, Epic Photography

but we let them identify issues and through 
that they create. It’s all from them.”

“It’s amazing to see the growth of the youth 
who come back to do project after project, 
seeing kids who have been silent really step 
up and take the initiative,” says Alexander. 
The supportive environment allows youth to 
speak out about sensitive subjects.

Performances bring together the 
participants, parents and members of the 
community to engage in a conversation 
about potential solutions to the issues 
that are raised. Then Antyx provides the 
resources to put some of those ideas in 
action.

“I think one of the main skills they develop 
is the ability to know that they have a voice 
and that whatever their background, that 
shouldn’t be a deterrent to speaking up. 
They can take that into their jobs and their 
family. And leadership, because it’s self-
directed and focused on critical thinking 
and taking control of their situation.”

antyx.org

Alberta Workers  
Health Centre: Work 
Plays School Program
Kevin Flaherty, Executive Director of the 
Alberta Worker’s Health Centre (AWHC) in 
Edmonton, has a very persuasive argument 
for using theatre to talk to junior and 
senior high school students about workplace 
safety: “Fear,” he says, laughing—fear of 
a restless teenage audience. “I have an 
experience of going to a high school on 
the second-last day of school, no teachers 
in the room, three classes together in the 
library. I was [thinking], ‘We gotta find a 
better way to do this!’”

The Work Plays program was created in 
2003 in partnership with the Alberta Law 
Foundation and the labour movement. It is 
now under the guidance of stage manager 
Gina Puntil and Outreach Coordinator 
Jared Matsunaga-Turnbull, who oversee 
the production of the program’s two plays, 
WorkPlays by Jane Heather and That’s 
Danger! by Dave Clarke. With experienced 
theatre artists leading the project, the 
emphasis is on creating work that is 
engaging enough to convey a message.

“It’s super important not only to get the 
information across but to make sure the art 
is good,” says Puntil. “These students have 
to be able to feel, ‘hey that’s really fun, 
that’s really touching, I really identify with 
that.’ It’s a way for them to hang onto the 
message.”

The company travels with a representative 
from the AWHC to help direct students to 
the resources they might need. Through the 
process, every member of the crew and cast 
learns about workplace safety and workers’ 
rights. It’s an eye-opener, says Puntil: 
“Anyone we bring on board for the shows, 
it’s amazing for them to learn that we 
have the right to say ‘no’ [to unacceptable 
working conditions]. A lot of actors don’t 
know that.”

Flaherty says that the difference has been 
striking: the performances capture the 
students’ attention and open up discussion 
in ways that aren’t possible through a 
straight lecture. “It’s about teaching an 
attitude, and that’s embodied in both 
scripts,” he says. “How you relate to co-
workers, where you seek help. We’re trying 
to teach that framework that they can draw 
on whatever job they’re in.”

workershealthcentre.ca

Multi-Youth Productions
Stony Plain’s Multi-Youth Productions 
was formed as an answer to a community 
problem: “Multi-Youth started with the 
Multicultural Centre trying to find the 
solution to the problems of teenage 
vandalism and negativity between the teens 
and the patrons [of the Centre],” says Carol 
Murray-Gilchrist, director of the company.

The Centre surveyed the teens and found 
that there was interest in making theatre. 
Murray-Gilchrist was hired for a week-long 
pilot project. That was 20 years ago.

“It’s evolved over time, but its focus 
is youth-driven theatre so the youth 
themselves actually do the research and 
write their own productions.”

Participants of Multi-Youth are between the 
ages of 12 and 19. They drive the creation 
and performance of musicals that deal with 
issues such as cyber-bullying, drug use and 
online privacy.

“We work first with experts in the field 
and [then] we try to make these kids into 
experts,” Murray-Gilchrist says. “They are 
educating their friends and are exposed 
to these topics in a safe way…. They 
become role models,” she says, adding that 
the adults who see the shows often are 
surprised at the complexity of the issues 
that are affecting young people today.

The youth collectively write the plays, 
design the sets, make the costumes and 
work with composer/accompanist (and 
Murray-Gilchrist’s husband) James Gilchrist. 
They are exposed to all genres and aspects 
of theatre making, which creates an impact 
that goes far beyond the stage.

“It’s such a powerful medium. We’ve done 
films, but it’s different for the audience. 
When youth are in front of youth sharing 
their stories, that energy is shared.”

multicentre.org/wp/multi-youth 
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“When artists move into a community, they spur revitalization,” 
Andrea Boyd says about the Alberta Avenue Oral History Project. 
Funded by Edmonton’s Living Local Neighbourhood Art and Heritage 
Grant and the city’s Neighbourhood Revitalization Matching Fund, 
the project puts local professional artists together with long-time 
residents to tell the stories of their community. 

Three Edmonton theatre artists have taken a key role in the project. 
Dave Clarke, Andrea Boyd and Jana O’Connor are residents of the 
Alberta Avenue area, an economically-depressed district surrounding 
118th Avenue, between 97th and 89th Streets, that is currently 
experiencing a renaissance, aided in part by the artistic community. 

Boyd, who is also active in Arts on the Ave, a community-based 
organization that integrates art into the community, was at the 
first project meeting when ideas were thrown around. O’Connor 
responded to a call for artists: “I was intrigued by the project 
because I saw it as a way to connect with my community in a very 
meaningful way, and as an opportunity to collaborate with artists 
that I hadn’t worked with before.” Clarke joined the project because 
he liked its goal of linking local artists with the community. 

The artists were given preparatory training through Rat Creek 
Press, a community newspaper. “The pre-interview process was 
quite involved. We attended training sessions on how to gather 
oral history interviews, as our recorded interviews were not only 
intended to inspire our creation, but would exist as part of the oral 
history archive,” says O’Connor. 

The interviews themselves were uniquely interactive. One of Dave 
Clarke’s subjects, Cheryl, lived in the area for only a few years when 
she was young. The two of them followed the path she used to 
walk to school. He notes, “Urban planners talk about sustainable, 
walkable communities—the Cromdale Block, the path we walked, 
is all concrete. Ironically, they got rid of a sustainable, walkable 
community. Expansion has changed that.” Andrea Boyd interviewed 
an older woman from the area: “She talked a lot about being a child 

on the Ave and being free to go wherever. We walked to the candy 
shop she’d walk to as a child and she talked about the safety of 
being a kid here.” 

The means by which their material would be presented were left 
up to the artists. The group worked collectively without a director 
but was required to have an archival version of their material for 
the project’s website. Several of the project’s artists had radio 
experience so they elected to do what they termed a “radio 
collage.” One of Boyd’s interviewees had a sister who died quite 
young, so Boyd wrote a monologue in the form of a letter to tell 
the sister the stories. “To be there and know that they were actually 
out there listening was really quite magical,” she says. One of 
O’Connor’s contributions was a song: “I’m always immediately drawn 
to the funny—so much of my contribution lived in that realm. But 
I was also particularly inspired by the love story of a couple that I 
interviewed who have been married for 68 years… I wrote lyrics to 
a quirky little love song in their honour, and then asked Dave Clarke 
to write the music. As I’m not known for being a singer, it was 
definitely a leap outside my comfort zone to perform the song. But 
it just felt to me like the perfect way to tell their story.” 

The group gave a live performance on June 9 at the Alberta  
Avenue Community Centre. All the interviewed residents were in 
attendance. Their work lives on as a podcast which will be up on 
the project website along with photos and interview transcripts.  
The most important impact is, as Boyd says, “taking the focus  
away from the negative aspects and on to the people and their 
amazing stories.” 

Project website: avenuehistory.org

For artists in other neighborhoods who might want to do something 
similar: www.edmontonheritage.ca/go/living-local

Kristen Finlay is an Edmonton area director, playwright, actor and arts-
blogger. She just finished directing Nine at Walterdale Theatre and is currently 
dramaturging Shine On Production’s new work, Colander Gals, to be presented at 
the Edmonton International Fringe Festival.

Linking a community’s past to the present through art

By KRISTEN M. FINLAy
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In 1995 I was part of a group of artists who (after 
a bit of wine) had a romp in a field of yellow 
west of Vermilion, Alberta. With a full moon for 

lighting and coyotes providing the soundscape we 
created a magnificent dance piece. This midnight 
dance led Vanessa Porteous and me to begin exploring 
an interdisciplinary piece about yellow fields of 
canola. We even came up with a title—RAPE/SEED: 
The Canola Project. But it wasn’t until 2007 when I 
settled in Red Deer and Vanessa was firmly planted 
in Calgary that we began seriously contemplating 
Canola again, this time as a site-specific piece that 
dealt with the contrasts between agribusiness and 
agriculture. 

In 2008 we started researching farmers, and 
travelled north of Ponoka to meet Richard McKelvie, 
a farmer/inventor/activist who had heard about the 
project and wanted to be involved. This is when we 
discovered:

Farmers are like artists—they feel like artists 
when you talk to them. They are independent, 
eccentric, entrepreneurial inventors. Emotional 
and sentimental with a sprinkle of cynicism, they 
value some things beyond money. They are tied to 
tradition. They are clannish while being bold and 
individual and tough and unique!

In 2009 playwright Mieko Ouchi and designer Bretta 
Gerecke joined us—only to have Vanessa leave 
to take up her new post as Artistic Director at 
Alberta Theatre Projects. We forged on, expanding 
our research to include small and large farms, city 
folk tearing up lawns to plant organic gardens, 
farm industry business people, immigrants and 
refugees flocking to central Alberta to work in those 

industries, farm kids yearning to move to the city 
and city kids yearning to start up a farm. Clearly, 
our research was leading to something much bigger 
and varied in vision than our initial canola idea. We 
formulated the following mandate:

The Canola Project is an interdisciplinary site-
specific performance piece that aims to bring 
community together in theatrical presentations 
that illuminate the impact central Alberta farm 
practice has on the human and geographical 
landscape of central Alberta. 

In 2010 we received Alberta Foundation for the 
Arts funding for a series of experiments entitled 
Hibernation, Seeding, Growing and Harvest. We also 
received an outpouring of donations-in-kind from the 
community—everything from land use to technical 
equipment to crew assistance to the creation of our 
very own grain elevator! Our creative team expanded 
to include central Alberta composer and welder 
Morgan McKee, filmmaker James Wilson and a former 
prairie resident, choreographer Gerry Trentham. Ideas 
began to explode. In February 2011 we ventured 
forth to the Niobe, Alberta grain elevator to explore 
Hibernation. This experiment proved to be a bust—
the -28C weather meant we spent most of the time 
hibernating in our cars. 

In April, with the promise of warmer weather, we 
headed to Red Deer’s Sunnybrook Heritage Farm, only 
to have it snow the night before. We remembered an 
interview with a farmer from Stettler: “Farmers play 
Russian roulette with the weather.” But didn’t we 
believe artists were like farmers—bold and tough? So 
boldly, in knee-deep snow, Gerry created a Butoh-
style piece entitled Decay. Mieko brought a rural 

The process

BY LYNDA ADAMS

Experiment II: Seeding, 
featuring performers Tilly van 
Keule, Chantal Quintal and 
Peggy Glasgo. 
Photo credit: Lynda Adams 
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drive-in theatre to life with her Car Rodeo script, 
which was transmitted over audience members’ car 
radios. The show included horns beeping, a haiku, 
lights blinking and loads of laughter. It also explored 
text, sound, music and physicality and experimented 
with projections on fresh snow, hay bales, corrugated 
machine sheds and farm machinery. Our small invited 
audience wondered what it was all about but had a 
blast participating anyway.

A few days later we set out to deconstruct Gerry’s 
Decay in a number of farm fields. We were interested 
in how the piece could translate into Seeding on 
three yet-to-be-sown landscapes. Our fields for 
dancing were much more wet and sloppy than our 
first in 1995, but still proved a magnificent visceral 
experience. 

By mid-May we had generated 10 different pieces 
in as many given sites. Nothing spoke enough to 
us to create a cohesive piece, except maybe the Car 
Rodeo (but there was some controversy over its eco-
unfriendly use of idling engines). Bretta and Morgan 
designed a 14-inch prototype grain elevator—we had 
high hopes the diminishing icon would become a re-
invented beacon for Growing. 

In July, we set up in a field just off of Gasoline 
Alley on Highway 2 near Red Deer. We fought gusts 
of wind that seemed determined to make a large 
kite out of our elevator. When the wind died down 
we dealt with hordes of mosquitoes. Bretta created 
the installation, surrounding the elevator with nine 
plots, each filled with a community member sharing a 
personal “growing” story. A successful businesswoman 
performed an interpretative dance piece about the 
stages of her life. An organic gardener sang to her 
plants while having heated words with the visual 
artist as he painted genetically modified canola fields. 
Our composer/welder performed a monologue about 
the contempt men in the shop have for her. The hit of 
the day turned out to be the bio-fuel reactor inventor 
who arrived on his 1951 Oliver tractor and outlined 
the stages of making bio-fuel. Our beacon attracted 
over 100 people to our farm field. The event felt 
like a Farmer’s Market with performers selling their 

wares/stories! It ended with audience and performers 
communing around the elevator sharing concerns 
about farming, urban sprawl, genetically modified 
food and the diminishing icons of the prairies.

In October, we built on the idea of community, taking 
the farm to the city for our last experiment, Harvest. 
Despite the forecast of rain, over 200 community 
folk wove their way through downtown Red Deer 
alleyways, viewing scenes and images intended to 
provoke open debates on the business of farming, 
urban sprawl and food. The journey concluded in 
a sheltered parkade where literary arts, culinary 
arts, music, dance, projections, performance art and 
theatre intertwined at The Supper Rodeo, an event 
that included steaming bowls of harvest stew and a 
scripted scene for 30 invited audience members to 
perform with a 45-piece choir surrounding them. 

For more information on The Canola Project:  
facebook.com/thecanolaproject 

Lynda Adams is a freelance theatre artist and full time faculty 
member in the Theatre Performance and Creation program at 
Red Deer College in Red Deer, Alberta, Canada.

The Canola Project continues its development: 
•	 In May 2012 Mieko, Bretta and Lynda were invited to the Banff 

Centre to devise a piece informed by material generated in the 
four experiments of The Canola Project. 

•	 On August 11, 2012, an excerpt created during the Banff Centre 
residency was performed in central Alberta in partnership with 
the New York City based League of Professional Theatre Women’s 
30 Plays Celebrates 30 Years.

•	 In 2013 The Canola Project: at close range will be transplanted for 
a showing at the grain terminals in Buffalo, New York.

•	 While speaking in New York City, Lynda Adams and a fellow 
speaker, Ugandan playwright Deborah Assimwe, began discussions 
for an exchange of Assimwe’s play Cooking Oil and The Canola 
Project. 

•	 Discussions are underway to collaborate with the UK’s 
Creatmosphere for Red Deer’s Centennial in June 2013. 

Experiment IV: Harvest -  
Standing Guard, with 
performer Andres Moreno. 
Photo credit: Cory Michaud
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Like a flower pushing through the concrete, artistic expression 
always finds a way. This imperative was the basis of an inspiring 
partnership between Edmonton’s Fringe Theatre Adventures (FTA) 
and Haiti’s Art Creation Foundation for Children (ACFFC), a non-
profit organization created in 2003 for the educational and personal 
growth of children in need, located in Jacmel, Haiti’s fifth largest 
city. The ACFFC’s focus is simple: any child who can make a papier-
mâché bowl or bird is an artisan and will never starve or be lost 
to the streets. In 2011 FTA, in partnership with the ACFFC, built a 
stage in Jacmel, and then brought plays created and performed by 
the ACFFC’s children to Edmonton for FTA’s annual Fringe Festival.

Mike Ford is the Operations Manager for FTA’s TransAlta Arts Barns, 
and he readily volunteered to oversee the construction of the 
Jacmel stage. In May 2011, Ford and Patti McIntosh, a not-for-
profit organizer, went to Jacmel for two weeks to lead a team that 
built a stage for the 95 children that the ACFFC teaches, feeds and 
mentors twelve hours a day, six days a week. “Patti went to Haiti 
once before, just five months after the [2010] earthquake, and 
made contact with the ACFFC, and worked with them on a separate 
project,” Ford explains. “She came to us with the idea of an arts 
exchange involving theatre. She essentially found all of the funding, 
put the project scope together and made it happen.”

“So we went after and got donations of paint, fasteners, electric 
tools, everything but the wood, which would be acquired in Jacmel. 
We received so many donations from various stores and businesses,” 
says Ford. “It was great to have the support of the local Edmonton 
community. We shipped all of it to Haiti before we went.”

Well, almost all of it. Changing flights in the United States was a 
challenge.

“It’s never a fun process entering the US—it’s more of a personal 
violation,” Ford jokes. “I was chosen for extra screening because my 
name was on ‘the list.’ I’m sure there’s some Mike Ford in Nebraska 
that isn’t a fan of the US government. It wasn’t pleasant. When we 
landed in Haiti, it was obvious that US customs had thoroughly 
searched my bags: broken cans of paint, screws, hardware and glue 
everywhere.”

The whole centre of Jacmel was destroyed and thousands of people 
were killed in the devastating January 2010 earthquake. Once a 
thriving port, this city of 40,000 people, like much of the country, 
now sits in rubble and ruin. “The tent cities start immediately upon 
leaving the airport in Port-au-Prince,” says Ford. “I was told the 
one tent city by the airport had over twelve thousand people living 
in it.” Piles of garbage heaped high at the side of all of the roads, 
rubble and fallen buildings as far as the eye can see, and yet, says 

Edmonton meets Jacmel, Haiti in a theatre development partnership

BY SCOTT PETERS, ALL STAGES TECHNICAL EDITOR

The stage under construction. 
Photo credit: Mike Ford

The finished stage.
Photo credit: Mike Ford
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Ford, “seemingly little or no effort to try and clean it up, let alone 
start to rebuild. But the country is so devastated. It is paralyzed by 
utter collapse and it will take decades to recover.”

Once in Jacmel, Ford and McIntosh arrived at the ACFFC building. 
“They operate out of a 1,000 square foot house, where they feed 
95 kids three times a day, clothe, educate and train them. It looks 
like chaos, but it is actually a smooth-running, well-oiled machine.” 
The ACFFC’s leader in Jacmel is George Metellus, a professional 
ballroom dancer before the earthquake. “He’s a guy with a really 
big heart,” Ford explains. “George is always on call, whether he’s 
at the foundation all day, or going out at night to deal with any 
emergency one of his 95 kids might have.”

“They [say] in Haiti that to get anything done you have to have 
an envelope full of money, and we certainly didn’t have that,” says 
Ford, “but we had friends through the Foundation, particularly a 
local business man who donated the land and discounted materials. 
There was a great level of cooperation, and a real sense of 
community [that wanted] to see this project succeed.”

And then to build a stage. “I had a crew of four young people, 
but they really had an aptitude for carpentry,” says Ford, “but of 
course none of them spoke English, so I made a lot of drawings and 
diagrams, and it turned out really well.” Any other challenges? “The 
weather. We had to install a backdrop and tarp roof because when 
it wasn’t raining, it was extremely hot. Also, we had a lot of power 
tools, but every night the city goes into blackout at two in the 
morning and the power doesn’t come back on until noon. We swung 
a lot of hammers and made a lot of hand cuts.”

Despite all the challenges, they finished the stage, which 
now stands near the demolished centre of Jacmel. Next came 
performance: “We workshopped with the kids to create plays based 
on traditional Haitian folk tales, performed them for the community 
in Jacmel, and then ten of the kids, ranging in age from 13 to 20, 
came up to Edmonton to perform the shows at last year’s Fringe.”

Fringe Theatre Adventures’ Operations Manager Mike Ford. 
Photo courtesy of Mike Ford

The Art Creation Foundation for Children’s program participants. 
Photo credit: Mike Ford

“It was a great experience for them,” says Ford, “most of them 
stepping on an airplane for the first time, many of them stepping 
out of Jacmel for the first time. They had an experience of a 
lifetime. They were a little hesitant to perform in front of these 
strange crowds, but they’re a very musical people, and so they also 
ended up busking and selling art that they had brought, and made 
over $8,000, which went directly to the Foundation. They also 
painted two large murals, one of Jacmel and one of the Edmonton 
Fringe Festival, and both paintings hang in the boardroom of the 
ArtsBarns.”

Since then, Ford has kept in contact with the ACFFC—there is a 
new project in the works with a short and long term goal: “We hope 
to go back in September, and this time we are collecting musical 
instruments to take down. The kids are so musically inclined, yet 
there are no instruments for them. While there, Patti and I also 
intend to meet with other Jacmel arts organizations, most of whom 
no longer have a home. We’ll do a needs assessment, and hopefully 
start talking about a project to build a multi-use art centre that 
everyone can use.”

What does Ford take home from the experience? “I was struck most 
by the strong sense of community in Jacmel. The city has been 
devastated by natural disaster, yet they seem to look past their 
misfortunes, and just get on with a happy life. Often as we were 
building the stage, people would come up and help, or inquire, and 
just be supportive. All over Haiti you see little roadside businesses, 
people happily doing whatever they can to make a living. I’m not 
sure that Canadians would be so resilient.” 

For support and donations, please contact Mike Ford at:  
Mike.Ford@fringetheatre.ca.

Scott Peters is All Stages’ technical editor. He has worked in technical theatre 
and theatre design for 20 years in Alberta and beyond.
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Socially-engaged 
theatre: what’s  
in it for us?
BY JANE HEATHER

For those of ‘us’ who do a lot of work with marginalized 
communities and use theatre to support social change, we can and 
do talk endlessly about what we hope is in it for audiences and 
community participants but not too much about what’s in it for 
us—it’s unseemly to talk about it. There’s a gooey mass in there of 
washing leper’s feet and smug moral superiority. Lordy me, I just 
love to help the little people. Eww. But hey, I got asked so here 
goes. Short answer? Not a hell of a lot. No fame, no recognition, 
no reviews, no tiaras, no roses, no weight in the resume. You’re 
no damn good for tourism or enhancing the city’s ‘creative class’ 
assets. Plus, there’s a long list of prohibitions and accusations—
the notion that theatre can be used for something is just wrong, 
arrogant, naive, didactic, and well, ick. And it’s not really art, is it. 
Ergo what are you? A social worky do-gooder? Some kind of Red? 
A latter day hippy? Not good enough for real theatre? And in the 
flinty dark of night, you know that some of this is true.

But there’s an up side. I can’t speak for others but this is my list of 
what’s in it for me.

My brain torments me. I wish I didn’t know about tailings 
ponds, residential schools, climate change, how many 
kids are killed or injured at work in Alberta, how poverty 
is manufactured and sustained, how working people and 
immigrants are exploited, the punishing shame inflicted upon 
the mentally ill, the inequality and injustice and most of all, 
the unctuous, brazen, self-serving lying that keeps the system 
churning along and the executive bonuses flowing. But I do 
know, and once you know you can’t un-know, unless medicated. 
The possibility that I can push back, with others who are also 
pushy, keeps me from slitting my throat and just bleeding to 
death on the bathroom floor.

Other people’s pain flays me. See above. It may be possible 
to ignore other people’s pain; you got your own, right? Or 
absorb it. If you’re a saint. Which I am not. Right after the 
gutting, to keep despair at bay, I get mad. Then I run around 
with two fistfuls of rage trying to find somewhere to put it. 
What to do? Gadzooks! It’s another theatre project! And, as per 
Allen Ginsberg, I “put my queer shoulder to the wheel.” Work 
amortises sorrow—ask Chekov, he knows.

A lot of ‘mainstream’ theatre bores and infuriates me. The 
hierarchy, the egos, the elitism, the turf wars, the sexism, the 
racism, the “cutting edge” claptrap, bogus politics, whining, 
tech tyranny, bah! Or, to mis-quote Leonard Cohen, I love the 
art form but I can’t stand the scene.

What will I do with my privilege? I live and work in a place 
that oozes privilege right out of the ground. I have some 
myself. I’m white, sorta middle class, university educated, I 
have a job. I have choices. I can choose what to do with the 
privilege I inherited and that which I have accrued. I choose 
to work with people who generally don’t have much privilege, 
power or choice. What do I get? Life long friends, daughters 
and sons, people who will be part of me forever. Many of them 
are really funny so I laugh a lot, and I usually end up going 
‘foreign’ so I always learn tons. And the other thing, it changes 
the world.

And about those communities and audiences of community 
members—the other part of ‘us’—what’s in it for them? Here’s what 
I’m aiming for:

I want people from the communities represented and/or performing 
in my plays to feel that their lives and stories are honoured, in a 
riveting, satisfying, powerful and truthful way. I want a product 
and a process that strengthens their spirits and their resolve, names 
the unnameable and provides them a cracking good time, while 
changing the world. I want them to see and hear themselves and 
have others see and hear them not as “issues” but as citizens, part 
of the civic polity. I want these voices to be part of the struggle 
about where we all live, what we pay attention to and what we 
need to do to create the world we want.

I return to Leonard Cohen, who says democracy is coming.  
To the USA. To other places too, I reckon. That’s what’s in it for  
all of us. 

Jane Heather is an associate professor in the Department of Drama at the 
University of Alberta, and a playwright, director and popular theatre facilitator. 
Since 1989 she has written 16 plays by, for and with under-represented 
communities including Aboriginal youth and adults, young workers, Black 
Albertans, unions, seniors, women’s groups, homeless youth, homeless adults, 
environmental and poverty activists and people with mental illnesses. 

Jane Heather. 
Photo courtesy of Jane Heather
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